
My name is Terry Wagar, my wife Joan Wagar was having an affair with a Portland police officer named Eric Carlson.

My wife Joan Wagar and officer Eric Carlson arranged to have me battered by the Portland police and the Multnomah 
county sheriff's on January 18th 2005 at East Port Walmart!

I got a broken rib and a messed up knee from the battery and I was denied emergency services by police and no one 
called 911 for me!

For the next couple months I was debilitated from that broken rib and behind my back my wife Joan Wagar and her 
lover officer Eric Carlson were destroying my reputation by labeling me as a pedophile so no one would care that I was 
battered!

My wife Joan Wagar turned our daughters against me behind my back and when I caught her hooking our daughters up 
with a with a cop that dyed his hair my hair color and was dressed up like me I tried to warn people they were setting me 
up, and that's when my wife Joan Wagar poisoned me with antifreeze in my coffee!

I was severely debilitated after that and I was surrounded by family members that were on my wife Joan Wagar's side 
and were pretending nothings wrong!

Being poisoned with antifreeze is debilitating and I was surrounded by people that did not care and refused to help me, 
when I went to the OHSU hospital for treatment my doctor refused to help me because police were in the hallway at the 
hospital literally telling my doctor to not help me, and they labeled me repeatedly as a bad guy until my doctor got the 
hint to walk off and to not take a toxicology test!

I am a victim of a murder conspiracy and because of my wife's affair with a cop I am not welcome to emergency 
services and I am repeatedly denied emergency services!

I was bleeding severely internally from being poisoned and any hospital I went to refused to take toxicology tests and 
refused to help me, one hospital admitted I had severe internal bleeding, another fakes on their paperwork mental 
illness to discredit me as a witness, another hospital threatens me with arrest if I even go to my hospital, so they are not 
hiding the fact they want me dead!

My wife Joan Wagar repeatedly flaunted her affair thinking I did not know Eric Carlson was a cop when in fact I did 
know, so Joan Wagar openly talks about her lover Eric Carlson and she talks about him in writing!

Officer Eric Carlson at the beginning of his affair with my wife was calling my wife by the nickname Mrs Dash in love 
letters, and Joan Wagar herself brags in writing she is a poisoner and that I cannot get help from police or from hospital 
in her diary!



terry
Sticky Note
Officer Eric Carlson wrote this love letter to my wife Joan Wagar and both of them were actively using their nicknames Doubleclick and Mrs Dash in the months of April and May of 2005.

Officer Eric Carlson is a close look-a-like to Terry Wagar and this was open knowledge at East Port Walmart and it was Walmart employees that coined these nicknames and officer Eric Carlson and Joan Wagar were actively using these nicknames in love letters and in their cellphones and in video games.

Walmart employees gave my wife Joan Wagar the nickname Mrs Dash two weeks after my wife Joan Wagar poisoned my coffee with antifreeze.



terry
Sticky Note
This is Joan Wagar's diary she started writing right after I	 confronted her over the love letter officer Eric Carlson gave her.

Joan Wagar is not trying real hard to be believable in this diary and if anything she is just toying with me knowing I cannot get help from a hospital because the police keep interfering with me getting help.

I was just denied emergency services by the OHSU hospital and this is what's on Joan Wagar's mind at the time she started writing this diary.

I want to point out the fact that the hospital repeatedly refused to take a toxicology test and Joan Wagar is flaunting the fact in her diary I cannot get help from police and hospital and is flaunting the fact that she is a poisoner and she is having fun pretending to love me and basically playing mind games with me knowing there was no one I could call for help.

terry
Sticky Note
First page and Joan Wagar admits she is crazy, what she does not admit to was I was bedridden the whole month of March 2006 while she was writing this diary from being poisoned by her and I was bleeding internally of which the OHSU hospital already admitted to.



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar is having fun taunting me with these pages she is admitting to some of the things she did to harass me while I was bedridden, as far as her talking in her sleep she was talking, only she was wide awake and having fun pretending to be asleep while admitting her her murder conspiracy.

Joan Wagar was having fun toying with me knowing I could not get help from police or hospital, and she claims she is not cheating at all on these pages with anyone even though she already confessed to her affair with officer Eric Carlson



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar freely admits I DO NOT LIE! and Joan Wagar is putting on a show on these pages trying to make herself appear to be a victim of something, I am under the impression based on what she wrote in these two pages were meant for other people's eye's and not mine because this is so much faked buulcrap on her part it makes me want to barf.



terry
Sticky Note
YES Joan Wagar talked in her sleep, in her sleep she admitted she wanted me and our daughters dead and that she loves officer Eric Carlson and his partners Shannon and David and John Ray and she admitted in her sleep she was poisoning me.

I want to point out that my wife Joan Wagar was not bedridden and was going to work every day and was acting happy around other people and was completely avoiding mentioning that I was bedridden and bleeding internally of which the OHSU hospital already admitted to.



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits she is afraid I will get tested for antifreeze poisoning, and then goes into innocent mode by acting like she is innocent.

Excuse me but my wife Joan Wagar was sleeping with a Portland police officer at the time that actively called my wife by the nickname Mrs Dash and my hospital refused to take a toxicology test because of my wife's affair with a cop so my wife Joan Wagar was not worried at all because she already knew the hospital will not help me nor will it take a toxicology test when I ask for it.

Later in the diary Joan Wagar admits I was desperately trying to find a way to get tested for antifreeze poisoning BECAUSE my hospital refused to take the test!



terry
Sticky Note
Now Joan Wagar is trying to make me look like the crazy one, so keep in mind she is not trying to be honest or anything and she switches from saying she is crazy to then labeling me as crazy, she is doing this because all this writing in her diary was nothing more than her way of playing more mind games with me while I was debilitated from being poisoned.



terry
Sticky Note
I would like to point out that once again Joan Wagar labels herself as crazy, I would also like to point out the fact that my wife's lover officer Eric Carlson and his partners were secretly renting the apartment below ours at this time and were trying to hide it from me and that our daughters as well as my wife were sleeping around with those officer's and that our daughter Megan Wagar was pregnant at the time of Joan Wagar writing this diary by her lover's partner David.

So like I said I was debilited from being poisoned and I was surrounded by family members that pretended nothings wrong and were having fun toying with me while I was debilitated and this diary Joan Wagar was writing was one of her ways of toying with me.



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar is ADMITTING I COULD NOT GET A TOXICOLOGY TEST AT THE HOSPITAL AND SHE IS FLAUNTING IT!

Is that enough for you to know the police and hospital refused to help me and refused me emergency services!?!?



terry
Sticky Note
I was already at the hospital and already reported Joan Wagar is a poisoner and it was the police that interfered with me getting any medical help at the hospital.

Joan Wagar already knows the police made sure I cannot get help from police and of course she wants me to call the police and surrender my evidence to them so they can cover it up.

My God her lover officer Eric Carlson was renting the apartment below ours and him and his partners were sleeping with my wife and our daughters!

Joan Wagar already knows the police could care less if I prove anything and Joan Wagar knows the police made sure I could not get help at ANY HOSPITAL!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits killing is on her mind and so is misery, what a coincedence that I was the one bleeding internally from being poisoned and was constantly bedridden from being poisoned and I WAS THE ONE IN MISERY WHILE JOAN WAGAR AND HER DAUGHTERS SLEPT WITH COPS THAT WERE RENTING APARTMENTS SURROUNDING OURS UNDER THE PRETENSE OF AN INVESTIGATION.



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits in writing I FEAR FOR MY LIFE!

I FEAR FOR MY LIFE! You wanna know why? because I already knew my wife Joan Wagar turned our daughters against me behind my back and that her lovers in law enforcement were renting apartments around ours and that they were sleeping around with my wife and daughters and that they gsave Joan Wagar permission to poison me to death and that they made sure no hospital would help me!

DAMN RIGHT I FEARED FOR MY LIFE!



terry
Sticky Note
The only honest thing in these two pages is the fact that death was very much on Joan Wagar's mind at this time and to her use of pills as poison.

The only death she really wanted was my death!

I would like to point out at this time that both me and Joan Wagar were active plasma donors, so it don't matter WHO she poisons because she is still a SERIAL KILLER!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits I am not talking to her, what she does not mention is I WAS BEDRIDDEN AND WEAK FROM INTERNAL BLOOD LOSS AND I WAS SURROUNDED BY PEOPLE THAT PRETENDED NOTHINGS WRONG!

Notice how Joan Wagar lies about not being with those three men Eric Carlson and Shannon and David, she is flat out lying about that and she already confessed to being with those men and I already witnessed her with those men on her lunch breaks at her place of employment at East Port Walmart, so Joan Wagar is not trying to convince me of anything on this page and these two pages were meant for other people's eye's and not mine because she already knows I know she is lying.

Joan Wagar makes a brief mention of a lie detector test she took concerning her affair with Eric Carlson, Joan Wagar aced a lie detector test because it was the police departments good buddy that took the test and of course they let her ace the test.

What a coincidence that officer Eric Carlson is a cop and Joan Wagar lied about that, what a coincidence that he was renting apartments surrounding ours at the time of Joan Wagar writing this diary, What a coincidence that our daughter Megan Wagar was pregnant by officer Eric Carl;son's partner at the time of Joan Wagar writing this diary!

WOW Joan Wagar is talking about mixing poisons with alcohol,,,,,,you don't think she may be a poisoner of a plasma donor now do you?!?!?!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits she is a poisoner and admits to life insurance money being on her mind and admits something is wrong with me.

This is the first I learned about her having life insurance and I discovered after learning about this that id I DIED THEN MY WIFE WOULD HAVE GOTTEN MONEY!

So Joan Wagar had a life insurance policy on BOTH of us and was hiding it from me and I had nothing to do with getting any life insurance policy.

Look,,,,This is what's really on Joan Wagar's mind, she poisoned me, she had the blessings of her lover the cop to do so, and she knows I cannot prove at the hospital she is a poisoner because the hospital refused to take a toxocology test, and she is looking forward to me dying off because I am already bleeding internally and bedridden from being poisoned and surrounded by wife and daughters that are not even trying to hide the fact they are pretending nothings wrong while they wait for me to die in bed!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admitted I wanted a another lie detector test for her and that's a lie, I already knew she was lying and I already knew she poisoned me and I was in need of help and I was surrounded by people that pretended nothings wrong.

I was desperate to find help because no one would help me and I was debilitated from being poisoned!

What I wanted and needed was for someone to help me and to take a toxicology test of which my own wife admits the hospital will not do!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar again talking about killing people and she even wants to put words in my mouth trying to make me look like a killer!

I am not a killer, Joan Wagar is a admitted serial killer and she already admitted she is a poisoner and she already admits to her motive, an affair with a police officer and life insurance money's, what more does a criminal court of law need to prove a serial killer!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar lies saying I will write a jurnal and that never happened so it must have been her lover telling her that the police will fake one or something because I WAS BEDRIDDEN AT THIS TIME AND KEPT ILL BY MRS DASH THE ADMITTED POISONER!

WOW Mrs Dash A,K,A, Joan Wagar admits in her own diary she  is a psycho and that she wants to kill me all on the same page.



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits I called her boss Preston at East Port Walmart, what she is not saying is that I told Preston that I believed that Joan Wagar and Eric Carlson were trying to kill me, and that Preston was very nervous while pretending to know nothing about Joan Wagar and Eric Carlson's affair.

Like I said I was poisoned and I was denied emergency services and I knew my wife and daughters were trying to hide the fact that Eric Carlson was a cop and a look-a-like to me and that everyone at Walmart was lying for my wife by pretending officer Eric Carlson was a Walmart employee to hide the fact from me that he was actually a cop with one hell of a motive he and my wife tried to hide!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar points out the fact that she takes the bus and is late from getting home, the reason is because her lovers in the Portland police department had our cars towed away in order to keep me stuck at our apartment!

I could not get help from calling 911 it would only get police officer's to my door that were buddy's with officer Eric Carlson, and I was too ill to walk anywhere or to take a bus anywhere so I was just stuck there and the police and my wife made sure I could not leave my apartment to find help!

Joan Wagar starts setting up the situation of being low on money, the reason why is because Mrs Dash wants to start donating plasma again and is trying to get me to do the same thing by complaining about bills.

If you doubt that then just keep reading the diary she wrote because she is getting to the point where the plasma center is involved in my wife and her lovers murder scheme.

I would like to point out at this time that about a month after thid my wife Joan Wagar's rich brother Don Minor died and he was also poisoned to death and Joan Wagar and her female side of the family and their lovers in law enforcement were responsible for this as well!



terry
Sticky Note
All I can say about these two pages is that Joan Wagar meets with Portland police officer's that she has sex with daily at her place of employment at Walmart and all her coworkers already knew this it was open knowledge at Walmart!

And that my wife and her lovers tried at this time to get me outside to get shot by her lovers!

Joan Wagar makes mention in her diary to walking the dog around our apartment building, what she does not mention was her lover and his partner were wearing green jackets and were hiding behind the dumpster and that Joan Wagar was trying to coax me into helping her walk the dogs with her to get me out of the apartment and into a shoot out with her lover!

What a coincidence that my wife Mrs Dash admits that she ALWAYS takes a shower after coming home from work, you know why? to wash the stink of sex off of her because she was actively sleeping around with cops and everyone knew it!

Joan Wagar is not trying to convince me of anything, she already knows I know she was cheating on me, which is WHY she was always late coming home from work and was why she took showers after coming home from work!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits I found her cloths had semen on it and she still just lies and does not care if I know because she knows I am stuck there and unable to leave the apartment and unable to call anyone that would care, Joan Wagar is just lying and does not care if I know and if anything she is just upset because I did not step into her and her lovers trap where her lover waited in ambush by dumpsters to shoot me.

Joan Wagar already admits I cannot get help from police and from hospital and that hospital will not take a toxicology test, so of course Joan Wagar can care less if I find semen on her cloths and will just lie and deny it not caring if I know she is lying!



terry
Sticky Note
This is a veryb interesting two pages Joan Wagar wrote, for reasons that are way way too long to explain in a sticky note, suffice it to say Joan Wagar admits she is a liar and that she recently lied to me and that she is making reference to her lie detector test because her lie detector test was two months ago from the time Joan Wagar wrote these two pages, so Joan Wagar without giving it any thought is admitting to lying in her lie detector test she took.

Joan Wagar is also making mention of circumstances that took place in 1999 and it is literally another story that I cannot explain in a sticky note!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar is having an affair with a cop she refers to by the nickname Doubleclick because he isd a close look-a-like to me, my wife Joan Wagar poisoned me and I was debilitated and denied emergency services, Joan Wagar already had her daughters to lie for her and they have use of a look-a-like so they can frame me for anything, so what are they framing me for while my wife and daughters are sleeping around with cops, their framing me as a pedophile, that's what Joan Wagar is implying in her diary even though she is not backing up formal charges.



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar just taubting me and making fun of me while she fakes loving me, this is for other people's eye's because she knows damn well I would barf at reading these two pages she is such a liar!

I see why cops and their girlfriends never go to prison because there is no one that cares when cops and their girlfriends/whores poison and frame people!

Excuse me but the body double and the poisoner Doubleclick and Mrs Dash had this murder conspiracy planned out from the beginning!

I am accusing these pedophiles and poisoners and plasma donor poisoners of multiple murders within my family and I am accusing them of recruiting female members of the family to lie for them while they poison off the male members!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits to using pills as poison, again, what the hell do you think I have been accusing her of all this time? 
JOAN WAGAR IS A SERIAL KILLER WITH A LOT OF MOTIVES THAT SHE IS NOT TRYING HARD TO HIDE AND SHE FLAUNTS THE FACT SHE IS A POISONER AND THAT POISONING IS ON HER MIND ALL THE TIME!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits that her daughter Megan Wagar will be getting a job at Walmart with Joan Wagar, what a coincidence that Joan Wagar's sister Vickie Rosales and Joan Wagar's oldest daughter Shawna Wagar ALSO work at Walmart and that they ALL were sleeping around with officer Eric Carlson and his partners in law enforcement!

Megan Wagar admitted two weeks after this that she was pregnant by officer Eric Carlson's partner David.

Joan Wagar makes a lot of reference to her coworkers at this time, she is very fond of the Walmart employees that gave her her nickname Mrs Dash and she is grateful to them for hiding her affair from me and hiding the fact from me that officer Eric Carlson is a look-a-like compared to me, too bad for them I ALREADY KNEW THIS!

I remind you that it was Walmart employees that nicknamed officer Eric Carlson Doubleclick and Joan Wagar Mrs Dash!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar is a liar and a psycho and she is a poisoner of a plasma donor and was sleeping around with cops while she poisoned me so hell yeah I DON'T BELIEVE A DAMN THING SHE TELLS ME I KNOW DAMN WELL SHE POISONED ME I CAN DESCRIBE IN GREAT DETAIL THE SYMPTOMS I SUFFERED AND I WAS BLEEDING INTERNALLY FROM BEING POISONED!

See I told you she is setting up a situation where we are hurting for money and that she is and was trying to create a situation where she could demand that I start donating plasma again because she wanted to set me up for her crimes, she sleeps with a cop that is a look-a-like so they can set me up for anything, including for their own crimes!

I wonder why Mrs Dash the admitted poisoner wants to donate plasma for? NOT!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits she has a jury on her mind, it's amazing how cops and their girlfriends are always worried about how a jury perceives them, makes you really think twice before trusting a cop or a cops girlfriend!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar admits to using pills as POISON to kill with! WOW I wonder what that nickname Joan Wagart's coworkers at Walmart called her by stood for?!

Joan Wagar is admitting to poisoning an active plasma donor!



terry
Sticky Note
This day Joan Wagar burst into our bedroom where I was bedridden and she admitted to my face she poisoned herself!

Not believing her and sure as hell not trusting her I asked her if she wanted me to call an ambulance for her, she said yes!

I called 911 and when I spoke with the operator Joan Wagar started acting hysterical and was acting like she was going to jump off the balcony, I tried to stop her and she attacked me while I was on the phone with 911 and she was trying to knock me down the stairs by slamming her full body weight into my body.

I was weak from blood loss and was dizzy and I asked her to stop hitting me and I offered her everything I had on me to calm her down to get her to stop hitting me and it calmed her down.

All I had was my coat and my cigarettes and the cellphone, so I slowly took off my coat and put it over her shoulders and I helped her into a sitting position on the balcony floor and she laid down on it and I just calmly spoke to her to keep her calm and I pretended I was getting out a cigarette for her but had no intention of giving it to her as I waited for help to arrive.

The 911 operator ignored everything I said to her and started yelling at me about not giving my wife a cigarette, excuse me but I DID NOT GIVE HER ONE, I WAS JUST TALKING TO HER AND KEEPING HER CALM UNTIL HELP ARRIVED!

Two police officer's arrived and I hung up with the 911 operator and then asked the police to come up to help me, and as I said that they were looking at me like I was a criminal and ignoring the fact that I was the 911 operator, and they started pretending that my cigarette that was in my hand was a weapon and they were demanding that I drop it!

I looked over to Joan Wagar and saw she was grinning like a Cheshire cat at the officer's and I was under the immediate impression that these cops were my wife's lovers buddy's and that they were pretending my cigarette was a weapon so that they could fake justification in shooting me.

I was not helped, no one asked me any questions about my 91 call, and I was treated like a criminal by police officer's over this, my wife Joan Wagar was taken to the hospital and then released and no one took my information and complaint, and before the police left one of them charged up to me like he was going to hit me and he did this in front of the firefighters and paramedics and he was counting on me to raise my arm to block so he could justify battering me, I was in so much pain and so disgusted I just stood there not caring if he was going to strike me, he got within five inches of my face and he yelled at me over that cigarette again and he had his arm up with a fist so he clearly intended and wanted to strike/batter me!

First responders did not help me, I was left there, I had to walk twenty blocks to the nearest hospital and I brought my wife Joan Wagar's diary with me and no one at the hospital helped me nor would anyone read it



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar's diary!



terry
Sticky Note
Joan Wagar wrote this denial letter a week after she admitted in her diary she is a poisoner.

Almost everything in this denial letter is a provable lie and there are a lot of people that know Joan Wagar is lying in this denial letter!

When Joan Wagar wrote this denial letter she was under the impression that I did not know officer Eric Carlson and his partners were cops and so she is still lying for them by describing them as Walmart employees!

Joan Wagar has a lot of friends at East Port Walmart that were backing up her lies so Joan Wagar is flat out lying about when her affair started and she is lying about these mens appearances as well as their real occupations!

Anyone and everyone that worked at East Port Walmart will recognize these written statements by Joan Wagar as lies!

Joan Wagar's diary might as well be a written confession since almost everything in it is a provable lie!

Joan Wagar is wants me to believe that Eric Carlson is a red head and 5 ft 6 inches tall and weigh 135 lbs and that's just bull!

Officer Eric Carlson is around 5 ft 10 inches tall and is a natural brunette and is known to dye his hair blond when he impersonates me!

Shannon is a lot taller than Joan Wagar describes him to be he is over six feet tall!

Joan Wagar is being honest about Davids appearance because David was sleeping around with Joan Wagar's daughter Megan Wagar and Megan Wagar was not trying to hide David's appearance from me!

A week later I find out our daughter Megan Wagar was pregnant by this David person that Joan Wagar freely links to officer Eric Carlson and his partner Shannon!

There are so many provable lies in this denial letter that it might as well be a written confession on Joan Wagar's part!



terry
Sticky Note
I was so badly poisoned at this time and bedridden for months with no sign of help and Joan Wagar at this time was having fun tossing signed confessions at me knowing there was no one I could hand it to that would care anfd she knew my vision was so bad at this time that I could not even read this or any other signed or written anything!

I was at the mercy of Mrs Dash and was surrounded by people that did not care, and my wife Joan Wagar at this time took over my bank account and was buying stuff using my checking account and she was being coached by her lover and his buddy's to use it to set me up for crimes!











terry
Sticky Note
The OHSU hospital once again denying me emergency services and refusing to take a toxicology test even though I went in on a wheelchair because I could not walk and I was not treated or examined by any doctor and all the hospital did was take an x ray and then pretended to not know what's wrong.

Excuse me but taking an x ray will not find poison and the OHSU is admitting I have internal bleeding but is pretending to not know why.

Howe can that be when Joan Wagar already confessed she is using antifreeze and pills as poison.

It is my wife's relationship with cops and county sheriff officer's that are denying me emergency services and why doctors refuse to help me and refuse to take toxicology tests, the hospital and the police are pretending that I never called 911 and are acting like they know nothing about Mrs Dash being a poisoner!





terry
Sticky Note
The Portland police and my hospital no longer trying to pretend to know nothing about Joan Wagar being a poisoner and are revealing the fact that they want me dead and are admitting in writing to denying me services and are threatening me with arrest if I even go to a hospital!

The police and hospital repeatedly denied me emergency services and repeatedly refused to take a toxicology test and freely covered up my wife Joan Wagar's written confessions that she is a poisoner and having an affair with a cop!

A Sgt Walker of the Portland police signed this so the police admit in writing to interfering with me getting help at any hospital and are admitting to covering up all my calls for help by labeling my calls for help as "Electronic Harassment" and that includes my 911 calls they covered up!

So the hospital and the Portland police are covering up all my calls for help and are pretending my calls for help are a crime!

The Portland pedophile police department and all it's officer's will say and do anything to cover a cops butt as well as a cops whores butt from prosecution!

You know the system is corrupted when police and hospital will ignore a call for help and to cover up the call for help they label it as "Electronic Harassment"!

My God the police can cover up poisonings and even cover up victims calls for help and don't even care if I or anyone else knows it!







terry
Sticky Note
In 2009 I was poisoned again and I called 911 for an ambulance, and what I got was four police officer's that responded to my 911 call and one of them was officer Eric Carlson!

He was not hiding the fact that they did not show up to help and instead were demanding that I hand over my evidence to him and I refused and as the ambulance arrived I got in it and asked to be taken to the hospital and told the ambulance person that I was poisoned.

I tried to explain to him that my wife's lover was a cop and that I have not been able to get help because of it!

The person in the ambulance did not examine me and did not allow me to explain anything to him and told me I had to talk to police about it!

I was taken to the Portland Adventice hospital and was lead by the ambulance person into a security room and I was promtly ambushed by fouir security guards that stepped into the security room behind me!

They were demanding that I surrender all my belongings and evidence to them and were not treating me like a victim and were instead treating me like a criminal!

I gave them everything I had and they took my cloths and they then let a doctor into the room and I tried to tell her I was poisoned and asked if she would take a toxicology test, and she smirked and said to me "No I will not!" and I asked her why and she said "Because you are accusing a cop of poisoning you!" and she was smirking while saying this to my face!

I was held in that security room for forty five minutes and not once was IA examined by anyone nor was I treated for being poisoned, but the doctor came in and demanded that I take a shot, so they injected me with something!

I was then made to take a pill of which I spit out after she left the room, so they were not hiding the fact they are covering up my 911 call and refusing to help me and refuser to acknowledge the fact that I told them I was poisoned!

After being held prisoner for forty five minutes of which I deem premeditated murder since I was poisoned and denied emergency services, the doctor comes into the security room with paperwork she printed out and she is pretending mental illness on her paperwork!

The doctor was smirking as I looked at these pages so she wants me to know this is how doctors cover cops butts from prosecution by simply ignoring victims and labeling victims as mentally ill to discredit me as a witness!

This country is so openly Fascist it does not bother to hide it it flaunts it and dares people to stand up to it because they know the moment I fight back in self defense then police will just shoot me and cover up all my calls for help and will fake any bull crap to make themselves look like good guys while they gang up on people and selectively murder off people for sport!

Mrs Dash was given permission by police to be a serial killer, and police and hospitals deny victims emergency services and cover up victims calls for help!

This is a damn Fascist government and I can see why so many people nowadays go postal!

What are you going to do pedophile cops!?care you going to use officer look-a-like to frame me for going postal after I report this publicly!

Police officer's are pedophiles and they have a lot of whores that lie for their butts!







terry
Sticky Note
The Fascist doctor admits I reported I was poisoned, and she is pretending mental illness to cover up a poisoning!

No examination occurred and I was just held against my will for forty five minutes!

There is no one either in the police department or in a hospital hat will read my wife Joan Wagar's written confessions and none of them care when I try to tell them.

The whole system is designed to lie for and cover cops butts and it is routine for hospitals to cover up poisonings when police want them to and they flaunt it to their victims!


